FS 1565 H-2. GRADUATE STUDENT APPOINTEES: All graduate student appointees must be academically qualified and registered.

a. Teaching Assistant: Teaching assistants perform duties related to the instructional efforts of the unit in which they are employed under the active supervision of a member of the university faculty, associated faculty, or temporary faculty (see FSH 1565 D, F, and G). These duties, which must be associated with academic credit instruction and constitute at least 50 percent of a teaching assistant’s effort, may include, but not be limited to: primary teaching responsibilities; grading assignments; assisting with the delivery of instruction through technology; and providing other assistance related to instruction, conduct classroom or laboratory instruction under the supervision of a full-time member of the faculty.

b. Research Assistant: Research assistants provide research service, grade papers, and perform other nonteaching duties. Research assistants develop competence in performing professional-level work in support of research, scholarship, or creative activity. These positions can only have duties within the scope of work permitted by the funding source.

c. Graduate Assistant: Graduate assistants perform paper grading and other nonteaching duties.

c. Research Fellow: This title is appropriate for registered graduate students engaged in research or scholarly activities sponsored by funds designated for fellowships.

Comment [a1]: Both c & d are being deleted as they are no longer categories used by HR. Students that fall under these categories should be hired as Temporary Help (TH).